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Background: High-quality, completed genomes are important to understand the functions of marine bacteria.
PacBio sequencing technology provides a powerful way to obtain high-quality completed genomes. However
individual library production is currently still costly, limiting the utility of the PacBio system for highthroughput genomics. Here we investigate how to generate high-quality genomes from pooled marine bacterial
genomes.
Results: Pooled genomic DNA from 10 marine bacteria were subjected to a single library production and sequenced with eight SMRT cells on the PacBio RS II sequencing platform. In total, 7.35 Gbp of long-read data was
generated, which is equivalent to an approximate 168× average coverage for the input genomes. Genome
assembly showed that eight genomes with average nucleotide identities (ANI) lower than 91.4% can be assembled with high-quality and completion using standard assembly algorithms (e.g. HGAP or Canu). A reference-based reads phasing step was developed and incorporated to assemble the complete genomes of the
remaining two marine bacteria that had an ANI > 97% and whose initial assemblies were highly fragmented.
Conclusions: Ten complete high-quality genomes of marine bacteria were generated. The ﬁndings and developments made here, including the reference-based read phasing approach for the assembly of highly similar
genomes, can be used in the future to design strategies to sequence pooled genomes using long-read sequencing.

1. Introduction
Marine bacteria can play important roles in biogeochemical cycles
of the ocean (Azam and Malfatti, 2007) and the development, defense
and health of host organisms, such as seaweeds or sponges (Egan et al.,
2013; Webster and Thomas, 2016). The availability of high-quality
reference genomes of bacteria is critical for a better understanding of
their functions and interactions with hosts. Short-read sequencing
technologies, e.g. Illumina, often fail to generate completed genomes
due to sequencing biases, repetitive genomic features or genomic
polymorphism (English et al., 2012). Paciﬁc Biosciences (PacBio)
SMRT™ sequencing provides a powerful way to get high-quality complete genome or closing gaps of current draft genomes with long reads
(Rhoads and Au, 2015). However, library preparation for individual
genomes results in a relatively high cost for PacBio-based microbial

sequencing projects. For example, current pricing for a Sequel 10-20 kb
library preparation is ~AU$1800 and this library could be sequenced
on a Sequel v3 SMRT cell (10 h movie) for ~AU$2600 (Ramaciotti
Centre for Genomics, UNSW). While PacBio oﬀers barcoding of individual samples, it would still result in a cost for a size-selected library
production and sequencing of ~AU$1300 per genome, and if 10 genomes are multiplexed results in a total cost ~AU$13,000. This is substantial more than an approach where 10 bacterial genomes would be
pooled and then sequenced as a single library (i.e. ~AU$4400, see
numbers above). Furthermore, multiplexed PacBio sequencing involves
a smaller library insert size, which can present challenges for the assembly of “Class II” and “Class III” genomes with high repeat content
(Koren et al., 2013).
Here, we investigated this strategy for the PacBio system by sequencing pooled genomic DNA for ten marine bacterial strains with
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Mbp) and polished with Quiver, as implemented in the SMRT Analysis
suite through the SMRT Portal. HGAP contigs were mapped against
reference genomes by performing a pairwise BLASTN (BLAST+ 2.6.0)
(Altschul et al., 1990) with a local alignment length cut-oﬀ of 5000 bp,
an identity cut-oﬀ of 80% for the genome AD91A and 99% for the other
nine genomes. 16S rRNA gene sequences were identiﬁed from assemblies with Barrnap v0.9 (Seemann, n.d.) and percentage identities to
those in reference genomes was calculated by performing pairwise
BLASTN comparisons. Overlapping end regions of assembled circular
chromosomes/plasmids were identiﬁed by BLASTN and contig circularisation was performed manually by trimming contig ends to the
middle of each overlapping region. Contigs without overlapping ends or
with overlapping ends located in highly repetitive region were re-assembled as follows: subreads were ﬁrstly mapped onto the original
assemblies with BLASR v3.1.1 (Chaisson and Tesler, 2012) and those
failing to map were extracted and combined with those mapped to the
contigs from the genome that required reassembly with an in-house
script (get_reads_from_sam.py) (Song, n.d.). The extracted subreads
were reassembled with Canu v1.7 (Koren et al., 2017). Circularised
assemblies were further polished with Quiver using PacBio subreads
and possible indels were corrected with Pilon (Walker et al., 2014)
using their corresponding Illumina reads, if available.

various degrees of genome similarity. We also introduce a referencebased read phasing strategy using SAMPhaser (Edwards, 2018) for the
assembly of highly similar genomes (ie. average nucleotide identities
(ANI) > 97%). Using this sequencing strategy, we have produced ten
complete high-quality genome assemblies using a single SMRTbell library.
2. Materials and method
2.1. Strain selection
Ten marine bacterial strains, isolated from various marine hosts,
were selected for genome sequencing: Aquimarina sp. AD1, AD10 and
BL5 as well as Alteromonas sp. BL110, Phaeobacter sp. LSS9, and
Ruegeria sp. AD91A were isolated from the red seaweed Delisea pulchra
(Kumar et al., 2016; Fernandes et al., 2011); Pseudoalteromonas tunicata
D2 was isolated from the surface of the tunicate Ciona intestinalis
(Holmstrom et al., 1998); Phaeobacter inhibens 2.10 was isolated from
the surface of the green alga Ulva australis (Rao et al., 2005); Phaeobacter inhibens BS107 was isolated from the scallop Pecten maximus
(Thole et al., 2012); Flavobacteriaceae bacterium AU392 was isolated
from the sponge Tedania anhelans (Esteves et al., 2016). All strains had
been propagated for multiple rounds of subculturing in the laboratory
and were pure cultures. Previous draft or completed genomes produced
with Illumina MiSeq, Roche FLX or Sanger sequencing technologies
were available for nine of the selected strains (Table 1). As no reference
sequences was available for strain Ruegeria sp. AD91A, the Ruegeria sp.
6PALISEP08 genome (GenBank accession: NZ_LGXZ00000000), which
had a 16S rRNA gene similarity of 99.45%, was selected from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) RefSeq database
and used as reference. Pairwise ANI of the reference genomes were
calculated with OrthoANI (Lee et al., 2016) and are presented in Fig. 2.

2.3.1. Reference-guided data partitioning and de novo assembly of two
highly similar Phaeobacter inhibens genomes
As assemblies from the two Phaeobacter inhibens genomes (2.10 and
BS107) were highly fragmented (see below), a reference-guided partitioning and re-assembly strategy was adopted. In detail, subreads that
were not mapped to the eight completed genome assemblies were extracted as the P. inhibens subreads subset (Fig. 1). These subreads were
then mapped to a combined 2.10 and BS107 reference genomes with
BLASR v3.1.1. Because of the high similarity between strains, we were
not conﬁdent that 2.10 and BS107 subreads would be exclusively
mapped to the correct reference. The next step was therefore to phase
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and extract 2.10 and BS107
haplotype blocks. This was performed using an in-house tool SAMPhaser v0.5.0 (Edwards, 2018).
SAMPhaser ﬁrst identiﬁes variants from a pileup ﬁle generated from
the BLASR BAM output using SAMtools v1.7 (Li et al., 2009). SNPs and
indels were called for all positions where the minor allele was supported by at least 10% of the reads, with an absolute minimum of two
reads. The subset biallelic SNPs with the minor variant supported by at
least ﬁve reads at a frequency of at least 25% were used for phasing.
Indels, and any SNPs not meeting these criteria, were used for sequence
correction, but not phasing. Phasing is performed by iteratively assigning alleles and reads to haplotypes. Initially, each read is given an
equal probability of being in haplotype “A” or “B”. The reference allele
of the ﬁrst SNP then deﬁnes haplotype A. For each SNP, SAMPhaser
iteratively calculates (1) the probability that each allele is in haplotype
A given the haplotype A probabilities for reads containing that allele,
and then (2) the probability that each read is in haplotype A given the

2.2. Genomic DNA extraction, library construction and sequencing
Genomic DNA (gDNA) was extracted from pure cultures using the
DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kits (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany) according to
the manufacturer's instruction. Concentrations were measured by Qubit
(Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA) and genomes were mixed together in
equal molarity. The mixed gDNA was subjected to a 15–50 kb
BluePippin size selection (Sage Science, Beverly, MA, USA) and a single
library was prepared using the SMRTbell template preparation kit 1.0
(Paciﬁc Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA) according to the manufacturer's
instructions. Recovered fragments were sequenced using the P6C4 sequencing chemistry on the RS II platform (240 min movie time) with
eight SMRT cells.
2.3. De novo assembly of pooled genomes
Subreads produced by the RS II platform were ﬁrstly assembled
using HGAP v3 (Chin et al., 2013) (default settings, genome size 50.5
Table 1
Selected strains and the status of their genomes from previous studies.a
Sequenced strain
Alteromonas sp. BL110
Aquimarina sp. AD1
Aquimarina sp. AD10
Flavobacteriaceae bacterium AU392
Aquimarina sp. BL5
Pseudoalteromonas Tunicata D2
Phaeobacter sp. LSS9
Phaeobacter inhibens 2.10
Phaeobacter inhibens BS107
Ruegeria sp. AD91A
a

Abbrev.
BL110
AD1
AD10
AU392
BL5
D2
LSS9
2.10
BS107
AD91A

Reference
a

BL110
AD1a
AD10a
AU392a
BL5a
D2 (Thomas et al., 2008)
LSS9 (Fernandes et al., 2011)
2.10 (Thole et al., 2012)
BS107 (Thole et al., 2012)
6PALISEP08

Reference contig number

Status

Approximate genome size (Mbp)

GC (%)

10
519
88
12
353
42
50
4 (3 plasmids)
4 (3 plasmids)
42

Draft
Draft
Draft
Draft
Draft
Draft
Draft
Complete
Complete
Draft

4.2
5.1
3.2
6.2
5.6
4.8
3.9
4.0
4.0
4.3

44.1
32.1
32.4
30.7
32.9
39.9
60.3
59.8
59.8
57.0

Unpublished, see “Availability of supporting data” for database accession numbers.
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sequence and then identifying the dominant haplotype allele (or consensus for collapsed blocks) at all variant positions (not just those used
for phasing) providing the variant has at least three reads supporting it.
The ﬁnal haplotig sequence is the original reference sequence with any
assigned non-reference alleles substituted in at the appropriate positions. Single base deletions are cut out of the sequence and so it may
end up shorter than the original contig. Insertions and longer deletions
are not currently handled and are ignored; for this reason, it is important to re-map reads and correct the ﬁnal haplotig sequences.
A haplotig “purity” statistic was used to assess the quality of
SAMPhaser phased haplotigs. Purity was calculated using an in-house
script (get_purity.py) (Song, n.d.) as follows:

• Simulate short reads from the two reference genomes, with the
•
•
Fig. 1. Work schematic of reference-guided genome assembly.

number of simulated reads being in proportion to the sizes of the
reference genomes.
Map the simulated reads to haplotigs with BBMAP v35.82 (Bushnell,
2014). A read will not be mapped if multiple top-scoring mapping
locations were found from the query sequences (speciﬁed with
“ambiguous = toss”).
Get purity for each query sequence by calculating the percentage of
short reads mapped to it that come from each reference genome. The
query sequences will be assigned to a reference genome or rated as
“ambiguous” according to pre-deﬁned purity cut-oﬀ (e.g. 80%).
The overall purity of all query sequences is calculated by:

haplotype A probabilities for that read's alleles at the last ten SNPs. This
is performed by modelling a SNP call error rate (set at 5%) and then
calculating the relative likelihood of seeing the observed data if a read
or allele is really in haplotype A versus haplotype B. This progresses
until all SNPs have been processed. If at any point, all reads with processed SNP positions reach their ends before another SNP is reached, a
new phasing block is started. Draft phase blocks are then resolved into
the ﬁnal haplotype blocks by assigning reads and SNPs where the
probability of assignment of a read to one haplotype exceeds 95%.
Ambiguous reads and SNPs are ignored.
The ﬁnal step is to “unzip” the reference sequence into “haplotigs”.
SAMPhaser unzips phase blocks with at least ﬁve SNPs. Regions that are
not unzipped are output as “collapsed” haplotigs. First, phased reads
are assigned to the appropriate haplotig. Regions of 100+ base pairs
without coverage are removed as putative structural variants, and the
haplotig split at this point. Haplotigs with an average depth of coverage
below 5× are removed. Note that this can result in “orphan” haplotigs,
where the minor haplotig did not have suﬃcient coverage for retention.
Haplotigs ending within 10 bp of the end of the reference sequence are
extended. Next, collapsed blocks are established by identifying reads
that (a) have not been assigned to a haplotype, and (b) are not wholly
overlapping a phased block. Finally, unzipped blocks have their sequences corrected. This is performed by starting with the reference

∑ Li Pi
Overall Purity =

i∈R

∑ Li
i∈A

where A indicates all query sequences. Li and Pi indicate the length and
purity of query sequence i. R indicates the set of query sequences with
reference assignments according to the pre-deﬁned cut-oﬀ.
The purity of phased haplotigs was assessed by mapping one million
250 bp paired-end reads simulated from the 2.10 and BS107 reference
genomes to the haplotigs. Haplotigs with fewer than 100 reads mapped
were removed.
The P. inhibens subreads were then mapped to the phased haplotigs,
subreads were extracted from the produced SAM ﬁle and exported either to a 2.10 subset or a BS107 subset depending on the assignment of
the haplotig they mapped to. The separated subreads for the two strains
were then separately de novo assembled with Canu. Canu assemblies
from the two genomes were then circularised and polished using their
corresponding subreads with Quiver and the purity of the polished
assemblies was assessed as described above.

Fig. 2. Pairwise average nucleotide identities (ANI) between reference genomes.
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Fig. 3. Correlations between the reference sequences (left) and HGAP produced assemblies (right). The alignment length for all blast matches passing the ﬁltering
criteria between each pair of reference and contig were summed up. The band width is proportional to the sum of aligned sequences between the reference sequences
and the HGAP produced assembly. The percentage identity between assembly and reference 16S rRNA gene sequences are given on the right.

3. Results and discussions

eight SMRT cells generated 7.35 Gbp raw data (Table S1), which is
equivalent to an approximate 168× average coverage of the input
genomes.
De novo assembly of generated subreads using HGAP v3 produced
105 contigs (Table S2). Mapping of the HGAP contigs to the 10 reference genomes revealed that eight of the genomes produced assemblies in 1–5 pieces, with two Phaeobacter inhibens genomes being highly
fragmented (Fig. 3). Further analysis showed that some short contigs
with reference assignment (hcq1, hcq9, hcq32 and hcq150) were

3.1. De novo assembly of pooled genomes
A summary of the reference genome of the 10 selected strains from
previous studies is given in Table 1. Their GC content and pairwise ANI
were ranged from 30.7% to 60.3% (Table 1) and 62.48% to 97.27%
(Fig. 2), respectively.
Sequencing of the mixed gDNA from the 10 bacterial strains on
4
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Table 2
Summary of genome assemblies.
Genome
AD1
AD10
AD91A
AU392
BL5
BL110
D2

LSS9

a
b

Contig ID
a

AD1_tig1
hcq5
AD91A_tig1a
AD91A_tig30a
hcq8
hcq9
hcq0
hcq1
hcq2
hcq4
hcq34
hcq150
hcq6
hcq46
hcq48
hcq51
hcq54

Length (bp)

Circularity

Overlapping length (bp)

Overlapping identity (%)

Category

5,461,560
6,097,687
3,662,296
743,267
3,372,961
49,078
5,941,734
56,167
4,492,109
4,870,663
1,066,196
40,782
3,692,517
234,169
93,928
89,716
58,676

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

21,563
25,886
22,889
22,810
20,697
NA
18,918
NA
31,108
25,090
28,119
NA
24,434
25,974
23,190
21,325
15,980

99.77
99.40
99.94
99.75
99.73
NA
99.46
NA
99.79
99.66
99.57
NA
99.73
99.72
99.77
99.71
99.81

Chromosome
Chromosome
Chromosome
Plasmid
Chromosome
Redundant sequencesb
Chromosome
Redundant sequencesb
Chromosome
Chromosome 1
Chromosome 2
Redundant sequencesb
Chromosome
Plasmid
Plasmid
Plasmid
Plasmid

Reassembled contigs, not part of original HGAP3 assembly.
Sequences crossing the break-point.

Fig. 4. Sequence similarity between the three Phaeobacter reference genomes. Sequence similarity was calculated with BLASTN. Plot was generated using BLAST Ring
Image Generator (BRIG) (Alikhan et al., 2011).

5,483,011 bp. This contig was then manually circularised (Table 2,
AD1_tig1). AD91A (hcq7, hcq43, hcq44) failed to generate a full-length
chromosomal contig with overlapping ends. AD91A was therefore also
re-assembled, and two circular contigs (3,685,098 and 766,037 bp,
respectively) assigned to the reference genome 6PALISEP08 were
identiﬁed and manually circularised (Table 2, AD9A1_tig1 and
AD9A1_tig30). A summary of the number of Pilon corrected indels for

actually sequences covering the break-point of their corresponding
circular chromosome sequences. These sequences were marked as redundant sequences (Table 2) and excluded from further analysis.
The break-point of contig hcq3 (from the genome AD1) was located
in a highly repetitive region, which made its circularisation diﬃcult,
and so this strain was re-assembled as described above. Re-assembly of
the AD1 subreads produced a single circular contig with a length of
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Fig. 5. SAMPhaser phasing of combined P. inhibens subreads mapped onto combined reference genome of 2.10 and BS107. SAMPhaser phasing plot output of read
depth versus chromosome position (Kbp) for (a) 2.10 chromosome, (b) BS107 chromosome, (c) 2.10 plasmid 1, (d) BS107 plasmid 1, (e) 2.10 plasmid 2, (f) BS107
plasmid 2, (g) 2.10 plasmid 3, and (h) BS107 plasmid 3. Depth traces are for all reads (blue) and reads assigned to phased track A (cyan) or track B (gold). Vertical
lines indicate SNP positions, coloured by the track of the minor allele. The extent of phased blocks is shown as coloured bars below the plots, labelled A, B and C, and
diamonds on the main depth trace mark the extent of SNPs within these blocks. Phased haplotig blocks themselves extend to the ends of the reads mapping to that
haplotig. Track C indicates “collapsed” blocks that lack heterozygosity. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. The purity of SAMPhaser produced haplotigs. Haplotigs with the number of mapped reads < 100 were not shown in the plot.

assignment of the haplotig they mapped to. The separated subreads for
the two strains were then separately assembled with Canu (Table 3).
These assemblies showed excellent contiguity and completeness when
compared to the reference genomes. In each case, four contigs (covering
the chromosome and three plamids) had unambiguous assignment to a
reference (Fig. 7). The purity of the polished assemblies was assessed as
described above and estimated to be > 99.98% (Table 4).

Table 3
Summary of Canu produced assemblies.
Attributes

2.10

BS107

Total length (bp)
Number of Contigs
Circularised contigs
N50 of Contigs (bp)
Average length (bp)
Shortest contig (bp)
Longest contig (bp)

4,244,495
6
4
3,779,804
707,416
3346
3,779,804

4,283,012
10
4
3,805,069
428,301
1647
3,805,069

3.2. Genome annotation
Genomes were submitted to Genbank and summary of genome annotation (e.g. coding sequences, tRNA and rRNA) of the 10 marine
bacterial genomes from GenBank is given in Table 5.

the circularised assemblies were given in Table S3.
3.1.1. Reference-guided data partitioning and de novo assembly of two
highly similar Phaeobacter inhibens genomes
Assemblies from two of the three Phaeobacter inhibens genomes
(2.10 and BS107) were highly fragmented (Fig. 3), presumably due to
high sequence similarity between them (Figs. 2 and 4). A referenceguided re-assembly strategy was therefore adopted as described in
Fig. 1.
Phasing results of combined P. inhibens subreads mapped onto
combined reference genome of 2.10 and BS107 are given in Fig. 5.
Purity assessment of the remaining SAMPhaser haplotigs as described in
the Methods revealed that their overall purity was 99.99% (Fig. 6). We
anticipate that alternative phasing tools, such as WhatsHap (Martin
et al., 2016) could be used with similar success, but it is beyond the
scope of this study to perform such a comparison.
The P. inhibens subreads were then mapped to the phased haplotigs,
subreads were extracted from the produced SAM ﬁle and exported either to a 2.10 subset or a BS107 subset (Table S4) depending on the

4. Conclusion
Ten high-quality complete bacterial genomes were assembled from
pooled PacBio sequencing. We show that genomes that are suﬃciently
divergent (i.e. ANI < ~ 92%) can be assembled from pooled DNA into
high-quality complete genomes using standard assembly algorithms
(e.g. HGAP). For highly similar genomes (i.e. ANI > 97%), we found
that a standard workﬂow produces highly fragmented assemblies. We
present a strategy using references and read phasing to separate subreads for assembly without the need for barcoding, and produce ﬁnal
genome products of high quality and purity for such genomes. Overall,
this information can be used in the future to design strategies to sequence pools of genomes using long-read sequencing. The information
gained here might however require further reﬁnement as read length
and error rates are improving (e.g. with the newer versions of the
PacBio Sequel platform). And ﬁnally, our sequencing of pooled
7
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Fig. 7. Mapping of combined P. inhibens assemblies
(right) onto their references (left). BLASTN identity
cut-oﬀ was set to 99% and alignment length cut-oﬀ
was set to 5000 bp to get rid of short fragment
matches between the two high similar genomes. The
thin cross-linking between 2.10 and BS107 chromosomes refers to a single BLASTN hit with an identity
of 99.1% and alignment length of 6009 bp. Pairwise
BLASTN between their reference genomes with same
cut-oﬀs identiﬁed a single hit with identical identity
and alignment length.

database (accession: PRJNA493226). SAMPhaser is freely available
under a GNU GPL v3 license as part of SLiMSuite (Edwards, 2018)
(https://github.com/slimsuite/SLiMSuite) and as a reduced set of code
and documentation at: https://github.com/slimsuite/SAMPhaser.
Other in-house scripts and commands used in this study are available
at: https://github.com/songweizhi/metaPacBio.

Table 4
Purity of the P. inhibens ﬁnal assemblies.
Strain

2.10

BS107

Assembly

Length (Mbp)

Purity (%)

Circularity

2.10_tig01
2.10_tig24
2.10_tig27
2.10_tig28
BS107_tig01
BS107_tig31
BS107_tig41
BS107_tig42

3.58
0.23
0.09
0.07
3.61
0.25
0.07
0.06

99.99
99.98
100
100
99.99
100
100
100

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Ethics approval and consent to participate
Not applicable.
Consent for publication

Table 5
Annotation summary.
Genome

tRNA

rRNA

CDS

Genbank accession

2.10
AD1
AD10
AD91A
AU392
BL5
BL110
BS107
D2
LSS9

57
54
54
52
35
51
71
57
112
57

12
9
9
9
6
9
16
12
31
12

3841
4634
5029
4290
3023
4972
3780
3876
4216
3727

CP031952 - CP031955
CP031966
CP031965
CP031946, CP031947
CP031964
CP031963
CP031967
CP031948 - CP031951
CP031961 - CP031962
CP031956 - CP031960

Not applicable.
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genomes is analogous to metagenome sequencing of a mixture of bacteria. Our results indicate that genomes with ANI < 92% should readily
assemble from metagenomic shotgun sequencing data generated with
the PacBio platform, if suﬃcient coverage is obtained. For highly similar genomes there will be likely limited success in assembly unless
suitable reference genomes are available.
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